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The Story begins with a gathering of a team of friends after high school graduate. 

One of them share a tale of two mice: called Sniff and Scurry and two little people, 

miniature human: called Hem and Haw. They lived in a maze and were searching for 

cheese. Every morning, the mice and the humans wear their sneakers and sport 

clothes, and go around the maze to York for their favorite cheese. 

One day, both groups found ‘Cheese Station C’. This place has more cheese than 

others. The Two little people were pleased. They didn’t know the mice were also 

eating the cheese from Cheese Station C. They believed the cheese there was 

enough for their whole life. They became arrogant. There is less cheese everyday. 

The mice noticed the change. They left the station and began a new search for 

cheese. However, the little people did not. When there were no cheese left, they 

became angry and annoyed. Hem demanded, ’Who moved my cheese?’. The little 

people couldn’t accept the fact that all of the cheese was gone. They were not 

prepared for this situation. Finally Haw realized that no cheese was going to appear 

in Station C again. He accepted the fact that he have to respond to this change and 

he proposes a search for new cheese. However, Hem kept thinking he was pathetic 

victim, and didn’t want to look for more Cheese.  Still traveling, Haw eventually 

found ‘Cheese Station N’. He decided to let his friends find his own way. He only left 

clues on the wall hoping it could help his friend. 

 

Through this story, I have found out I will be frustrated when things happen 

unexpectedly. Just like the little people, they didn’t know how to deal with the 

change. Also, I am not a cautious person, I think I can’t observe the change before 

and prepare as soon as possible.  I hope I can be careful and no matter how things 

change, I can accept them and try to overcome the difficulties and get out of any 

comfort zone. 

 


